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Abstract—Th
he increasing in communiccation demands of
ments (PEs) on Systems on Chips (S
SoCs)
prrocessing elem
neecessitates thee existence of
o Networks--on-chip (NoC
C) to
in
nterconnect thee PEs. An imp
portant issue in the developiing of
NooCs is the map
pping of the PE
Es onto the moost suitable top
pology
foor a specific application. Thiss paper analyzees the system power
p
coonsumption of the glob
bal interconnection links in
Neetworks-on-Ch
hip (NoC)-baseed systems. Baased on this anaalysis,
th
his paper also proposes
p
a new
w algorithm to optimize the power
p
coonsumption on
n the global intterconnection links of NoC-b
based
syystems at earlyy design phasess. The robustneess and reliabillity of
th
he proposed allgorithm is veerified in the context of MP
PEG4
viideo applicatioon. NoC application synthessis and mappiing to
niine standard topologies are exploreed. The ach
hieved
exxperimental results show that
t
the prop
posed optimizzation
allgorithm achievve the optimum
m mapping forr all nine topologies
in
n large numberr of tasks with much
m
less timee compared witth the
exxhaustive algorrithm.
Index Termss—Architecturre mapping, Network-on--Chip,
Poower optimizattion, Standard
d topologies.

I. INTR
RODUCTION
Complexity increasing
i
of embedded syystems is causeed by
thhe advancemennts in technoloogy which enaable the integrration
off hundreds off millions of transistors onto
o
a single chip.
Thherefore the designers off System-on-C
Chips are abble to
inntegrate more processing
p
eleements (PEs) (like e.g. proccessor
coores, DSP cores,
c
memoories and appplication speecific
haardware) on a single chipp. However, the scalability of
Syystems-on-Chhips (SoCs) declines withh the numbeer of
prrocessing eleements connected to thee on-chip buses.
b
Fuurthermore, thhe increasing number of prrocessing elem
ments
onn SoC is accoompanied by growing probblems of deepp sub
m
micron
effects like
l cross-talkk and interfereence.

Figure 1 Architectural ovverview of a NoC
C-based System

ficiency is anotther critical lim
mitation of onn-chip
Energy ineffi
buuses. In these architectures, every data traansfer is broaddcast,
m
meaning
that thhe data must reach each possible
p
receivver at
grreat energy coost. The recentt integrated syystems will coontain

tens to hundreds of
o units generaating informattion that must be
transsferred. For such
s
systems, a bus-based network wouuld
beco
ome a critical performance
p
aand power botttleneck [1], [22].
Networks-on-chhip (NoC) are emerged as neew
comm
munication
paradigm
for
hiigh-performannce
systeems-on-chip with high information
n volumes to
acco
ommodate [1]. PEs commuunicate with one another by
send
ding packets viia the networkk instead of routing wires. The
T
routeer embedded in each tile consists of in
nput and outpput
linkss, buffers and a crossbar sw
witch. Architeectural overvieew
of a NoC-based Syystem [3] is shhown in Fig. 1.
nce the need for
f
However, on-chhip systems hhave to balan
perfo
ormance with power and arrea constraintts, to be feasibble
[4]. Optimizing the power cconsumption of NoC-bassed
gns has becom
me more criticcal with the usse of high speeed,
desig
comp
plex ICs in mobile
m
and pportable appliccations [5], [6].
Therrefore, severall approaches aand methodologies have beeen
prop
posed to addresss the high-poower dissipatio
on problem froom
both
h circuit and syystem perspecctives [7]−[9].
Att the circuit level, clock gating, voltaage-islands, and
a
multtiple voltage thresholds
t
aree examples off the approachhes
prop
posed to achieeve low-pow
wer designs: (1) clock gatiing
redu
uces dynamic power
p
by restrricting clock distribution
d
[10],
(2) voltage-island
v
ds use adaptive or dynamic voltage scaliing
to op
ptimize supplly voltage at runtime and compensate for
f
process
and
[11],
(
(3)
temperature
variationss
multtiple-voltage-tthreshold ddesigns use high-voltaage
thresshold cells to decreasee leakage current,
c
wheere
perfo
ormance is noot critical [12]]. At the system level, rouuter
desig
gn, first-in-fiirst-out (FIFO
O) buffer ressizing, and the
t
mapp
ping of PEs are introduceed to address the high-pow
wer
dissiipation probleem: (1) router design explorres the optimuum
routeer design in terms
t
of switcching techniq
ques, scheduliing
algorrithms, and routing
r
protoccols [13], (2)) FIFO resiziing
focu
uses on acquirring the optim
mum buffer sizze that achievves
the lowest
l
powerr consumptionn [14], (3) mapping
m
of PEs
P
depeends on achiieving the beest matching between PE
Es’
physsical placemennt and their avverage commu
unication trafffic
patteern [15].
On
ne of the most
m
effective approaches to address the
t
high
h-power dissippation probleem is to seleect the netwoork
topology that achiieves the loweest power consumption [9]. In
onsumed on the
t
this paper, we cooncentrate on the power co
We propose a new optimizatiion
global interconnecction links. W
ology and the
t
algorrithm to seelect the network topo
correesponding PE
Es mapping thhat achieves th
he lowest pow
wer
conssumption in teerms of the ccommunicatio
on traffic on the
t
global interconnecction links.
We
W analyze the
t
power cconsumption of the globbal
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interconnection links at the system level. The connectivity
matrix is obtained from the traffic distribution graph (TDG)
of the application and used in the system level analysis of
interconnection links power consumption. We explore NoC
application synthesis and mapping to 9 standard topologies.
The target standard topologies are: Mesh [16], Torus [17], X
Torus [18], Ring [19], Octagon (Oct) [20], Binary tree (BT),
Butterfly Fat Tree (BFT) [21], Hypercube (Hcube), and Star.
Based on this analysis, we develop a new optimization
algorithm to find the network topology and the PEs mapping
that matches the traffic characteristics of the NoC-based
system and gives the lowest power consumption on the global
interconnection links. The proposed algorithm reach the
optimal solution in a very small time compared to the
exhaustive search algorithm.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The related
work to the theme of the paper is outlined in Section II.
Section III presents a brief description of graph theory and
power modeling of global interconnection links. The
proposed optimization algorithm is described in Section IV
along with a brief description of the exhaustive search
algorithm. Experiments and discussions are illustrated in
Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Modeling NoC interconnects through abstract models is
the first means to approach and understand the required
architecture and the impact of the traffic within it [22], [23].
Hu et al. [24] present an energy estimation model based on
the traffic flow in the NoC's building blocks (routers and
interconnection wires). They make use of the bit energy
concept [25], which represents the amount of energy
consumed in the transmission of data bits throughout the NoC
(in its routers and interconnection wires). This model
evaluates the energy consumption in an end-to-end
transmission only. Marcon et al. [26], [27] propose an energy
estimation model based on the computation and
communication dependencies in the cores of a NoC. They
make use of the Hu et al. [28] assumption, which states that
the energy consumption of an application can be reduced up
to 60% by applying different application mapping algorithms
in the network. Koohi et al. [29] present a NoC power and
performance analysis with different traffic models, using
analytical models. The authors targeted a NoC with a mesh
topology. The employed traffic models are: (i) uniform, (ii)
local, (iii) hot-spot and (iv) matrix transpose. Results were
compared to Synopsys Power Compiler and Modelsim,
showing an error of 2% for power estimation and 3% for
throughput. Elmiligi et al. [9] propose a topology-based
methodology that explores the impact of the NoC topology
on system power dissipation. It uses a partitioning algorithm

that aims to achieve minimum inter-partition traffic. This
methodology uses graph-theoretic concepts to acquire the
optimum NoC topology that reaches the lowest power
dissipation for a given application. Various tools and
algorithms have been developed to choose the optimal
network topology design and mapping through network
partitioning [30], long-range link insertion [31], and
exploring various standard topologies [32].

III. GRAPH THEORY AND SYSTEM POWER ANALYSIS OF
GLOBAL INTERCONNECTION LINKS
System-level modeling has been used to increase the
design productivity of NoC-based systems. In this context,
modeling and simulation at high abstraction levels are used to
increase and simplify the development and the validation of
these systems. In this section, a brief introduction to system
analysis using graph-theoretic approach is given. Then, a
system analysis of the power consumption on the global
interconnection links is presented, in the following
subsection.
A. A graph-theoretic approach for application modeling
The topological structure of any interconnection network
can be represented by a graph. Then, using graph theory
concepts, we could analyze the performance of the
interconnection network from different perspectives. Each
network topology can be represented using graph theory as a
graph G = (V,E,ψ), where each node vi ∈ V represents a PE.
E is a set of edges that represent the logical communication
channels between PEs. ψ is the graph mapping incident
function ψ : E → V × V, which maps an edge onto a pair of
vertices (vi,vj) [33].
Consequently, the traffic distribution figure of a system
(intermodule communications between all PEs in number of
packets per time step) can be represented by a graph. Fig. 2a
shows an example of a system represented by a Traffic
Distribution Graph (TDG) G = (V,E,ψ). Each edge eij ∈ E has
a weigh factor λij which represents the average number of
packets per time step transmitted from vi to vj, 1 ≤ i,j ≤ n;
where n is the number of PEs [9]. This graph can also be
represented in a traffic distribution matrix form (λ), as shown
in Fig. 2b. As shown in the figure, if two vertices do not have
a direct connection, a weigh of zero is given to the
corresponding entry in the λ matrix.
For each network topology, a unique connectivity matrix
(C) is generated [34]. This matrix represents the minimum
number of links a packet goes through during its transition
from the one node to another node [9]. For example, the
connectivity matrix (C) of the ring network topology shown
in Fig. 2a is shown in Fig. 2c.
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Figure 2 (a) Traffic distribution graph (TDG) for a ring topology, (b) its corresponding traffic distribution matrix (λ), and (c) its corresponding connectivity
matrix (C)

B. System analysis of the power consumption on the global
interconnection link
Global interconnection links means the links among all
routers in the network. Assume that one unit power is
consumed when a packet is transmitted over a unit length.
Then, the power consumption of global interconnection links
depends on the target topology and is measured at an abstract
level by calculating the number of power units consumed to
transmit all data packets given in the TDG. For instance, to
transmit a packet from node 4 to node 2 in the ring topology
shown in Fig. 2a, two power units are to be consumed.
Also, depending on the communication traffic between the
PEs, different mappings on the same network topology will
yield different power consumption on the global
interconnection links. All links within standard topologies
are assumed to have equal lengths. However, for some
topologies this is not true (such as torus topology), there are
some links do not have the same length as others. To address
this problem, the set of entries corresponding to those links in
the connectivity matrix C is multiplied by an adjustment
factor to correct the length of those links [9]. At the system
level, the total power consumed in the global links of a
network topology can be estimated from [9]:
∑ ∑
(1)
Where i and j are the source and destination node indexes
respectively, λij is the average number of packets per time
step associated with each logical link. Cij is the minimum
number of links needed to transmit these packets from their
source to destination on a certain topology. Up represents a
unit power. Assuming a unit power is consumed when a
packet is transmitted over a unit length, the summation (Psys)
represents the total power consumption of global links.
IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
The first step to reduce the power consumption on the
global interconnection links is to select an initial topology
and perform an initial mapping. Then, using equation (1), the
total power consumption on the links is calculated. The
second step is to re-map the PEs to different locations in the
selected topology and recalculate the total power
consumption. In the exhaustive algorithm, all possible
mappings are examined until the highest traffic rates are
associated with shortest distances in the selected topology

and reach the mapping with the lowest power consumption.
In the proposed optimization algorithm, very less mappings
are needed to reach the same total power mconsuption and
thus taking much less time than in the exhaustive algorithm.
This process is repeated with each one of the 9 topologies.
Based on the obtained results, the topology which has the
minimum power along with its corresponding mapping is
selected. The exhaustive algorithm has been developed for
the sake of comparisons with the proposed algorithm. In the
following sub-section, the exhaustive algorithm is presented.
Then, we discuss the proposed optimization algorithm.
A. The exhaustive algorithm
As mentioned above, in this algorithm all possible physical
placements of the PEs onto the network locations are
addressed in order to reach the best mapping in the specific
network topology (i.e.: the complexity of this algorithm is
O(N!) where N is the number of available locations in the
current topology). Algorithm 1 shows the exhaustive
algorithm.
Algorithm 1 Exhaustive algorithm
Let n the number of PEs
Let λ an n × n traffic distribution matrix
Let C an n × n connectivity matrix for a specific network topology
Let V an n elements vector which represent the mapping of PEs on the
network locations
Let Map an n elements vector which represent the final mapping
// initial mapping
for i = 1 to n do
V[i] = i
Map[i] = V[i]
end for
// finding the optimum mapping
Psys = Calc_Psys( )
min_p = Psys
for i = 2 to n! do
V = get_next_mapping( )
Restore_C(V)
Psys = Calc_Psys( )
if Psys < min_p then
min_p = Psys
for k = 1 to n do
Map[i] = V[i]
end for
end if
end for

In Algorithm 1, the V vector is initiated so that PEi is
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mapped onto location i in the target topology and the system
power is calculated using (1). The algorithm iterates through
all possible mappings (permutations of V) to find the
optimum mapping which has the lowest system power
consumption. In each mapping, the Connectivity matrix must
be restored to reflect this mapping; this is done by swapping
the appropriate rows and columns in the connectivity matrix.
The exhaustive algorithm must explore all the possible
mappings (n!) in order to find the optimum mapping, thus
taking more time which will become unacceptable especially
for large number of PEs.
B. The proposed optimization algorithm
The proposed algorithm to reduce the power consumption
on the global interconnection links aims at reducing the time
needed to find the optimum mapping. This is done by
reducing the number of permutations for the mapping vector
V which is needed to be explored to get the optimum
mapping. Fig. 3 shows a flowchart of the proposed algorithm.
Start

1

Input TDG of the target

2

Convert TDG to
corresponding traffic

3

Select an initial topology

4

Generate its corresponding
connectivity matrix C

5

Generate the initial mapping

6

Calculate the system power

7

Perform re-mapping until
reaching the minimum

8

Repeat for each topology

9

Get the optimum topology
and its corresponding

End
Figure 3 A Flowchart of the proposed optimization algorithm

Steps 1-4: Formal transformation of the TDG and the

network topology
The first step of the proposed algorithm is to transform the
TDG into a traffic distribution matrix and the target network
topology into a connectivity matrix. Then, these
representations will be used in the rest of the algorithm to
find the optimum network topology and its corresponding
mapping.
Step 5: Generate the initial mapping
A heuristic algorithm to find the initial mapping which is
close to the optimum mapping is developed. Algorithm 2
shows the initial mapping algorithm. In this algorithm, the PE
with the maximum traffic is placed onto the location with
best connectivity (has minimum total connectivity from the
connectivity matrix) and has number of neighbors that best
match the number of PEs directly connected to it. Then the
PE that has a maximum traffic with this placed PE is chosen
to be placed in a neighbor location. This procedure is
repeated until all PEs are placed.
Algorithm 2 Initial mapping algorithm
Let n the number of PEs
Let Max_Neighbor the maximum number of neighbors for any given location
Let P_Elements the set of all PEs
Let Mapped the set of mapped PEs
Let Not_Mapped the set of not mapped PEs
Let Loc the set of all locations
Let Neighbors an n elements vector which stores the number of neighbors to
each location in Loc
Sort locations in Loc according to their total connectivity
Sort P_Elements according to their total traffic
while P_Elements ≠ ∅ do
PEmax = the PE which has the maximum total traffic
num = the number of neighbors of PEmax
if num > Max_Neighbor then
num = Max_Neighbor
end if
for s = num to Max_Neighbor do
Locmax = find the first empty location in Loc with number of neighbors
equal to s
Map(PEmax , Locmax)
Add PEmax to Mapped
Remove PEmax from P_Elements
for each neighbor b to Locmax do
decrement Neighbors[b] by 1
end for
end for
if PEmax ∉ Mapped then
for s = num-1 to 1 do
Locmax = find the first empty location in Loc with number of
neighbors equal to s
Map(PEmax , Locmax)
Add PEmax to Mapped
Remove PEmax from P_Elements
for each neighbor b to Locmax do
decrement Neighbors[b] by 1
end for
end for
end if
if PEmax ∉ Mapped then
Add PEmax to Not_Mapped
Remove PEmax from P_Elements
else
for each neighbor b to Locmax do
P = find the PE with the maximum traffic with PEmax
if P ∉ Mapped then
L = the first free neighbor to Locmax
Map(P , L)
Add P to Mapped
Remove P from P_Elements
for each neighbor b to L do
decrement Neighbors[b] by 1
end for
end if
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end for
end if
end while
for each PE ∈ Not_Mapped do
Location = find a free location randomly
Map(PE , Location)
end for

with larger traffic values in order to reach the optimum
mapping.
Start

Step 6-7: Finding the optimum mapping
In step 6, the system power consumption for the initial
mapping is calculated. Then, step 7 performs re-mapping
until reaching the minimum power consumption. The
re-mapping steps are shown in the flowchart in Fig. 4. As
shown in the flowchart, the re-mapping process consists of
three steps. The first step, Minimum-Maximum Iteration, is
executed in two main sequential phases. The first phase
(Minimum phase), as shown by the flowchart in Fig. 5,
iterates on the TDG from the minimum traffic value until
reaching the maximum traffic value. In each iteration, it
re-locates the Source-Destination pair in different possible
locations in the target topology (i.e.: the complexity of this
step is O( ) where N is the number of available locations in
the current topology). In each re-location step, the system
power is computed in order to reach to the minimum power
consumption. For fully connected TDG, the number of traffic
values is M(M-1)/2 where M is the total number of tasks. So,
) where M
the complexity of the Minimum phase is O(
≤ N. In the worst case where M = N, the complexity of the
Minimum phase is O( ). Accordingly, the complexity of
the proposed algorithm (O( )) is less than that of the
exhaustive algorithm (O(N!)) specially for N > 6 which
coincides with real systems.

Select the minimum traffic value in λ
Find the corresponding source and
destination

Calculate the system power and assign it
to min
Exchange the location of the destination
with the first location in the network
Exchange the location of the source with
the first location in the network
Calculate the system power

System power <
min

Start

No

Yes
Keep the mapping

Minimum-Maximum Iteration

Exchange the location of the source with
the remaining locations

Maximum - Minimum Iteration

Exchange the location of the destination
with the remaining locations

Select the optimum mapping

Repeat for all the remaining values in λ
End
End

Figure 4 Flowchart shows the re-mapping steps

Figure 5 The Minimum phase of the re-mapping process

The second phase (Maximum phase), performs quite
similar to the first phase, but it iterates on the TDG from the
maximum traffic value until reaching the minimum traffic
value.
The Minimum phase tries to optimize the PE mapping
starting from the small traffic values. Then, the Maximum
phase tries to re-optimize the PE mapping starting from the
large traffic values. The execution of these two phases in this
sequence cover all the cases that need to allocate PEs with
small traffic values in best locations before allocating the PEs

In other cases, this is not the case; we need to allocate PEs
with large traffic values in best locations before allocating the
PEs with smaller traffic values in order to reach the optimum
mapping. To cope with these cases, the second step,
Maximum-Minimum Iteration, in the re-mapping process is
also executed. Finally, the results of the two steps are
compared and the optimum solution is captured.
Step 8-9: Finding the optimum topology and its
corresponding mapping
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In step 8, another topology from the 9 standard topologies
is examined until finally we get the optimum topology and its
corresponding mapping in step 9.

Nine standard topologies (Mesh, Torus, X Torus, Ring,
Octagon (Oct), Binary tree (BT), Butterfly Fat Tree (BFT),
Hypercube (Hcube), and Star) are used. Table I through
Table IV show the optimal mapping, power consumption on
the global interconnection links, and the number of
permutations used to find the optimal mapping for the
exhaustive algorithm and the proposed optimization
algorithm. These tables show the results for the cases of the
first seven, eight, nine, and ten tasks of the MPEG4 decoder
application respectively.
Based on these results, it can be concluded that the 2D
Tours topology and the X Torus topology are the optimal
topologies in terms of power consumed on the global
interconnection links for all the test cases.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed optimization algorithm is validated through
MPEG4 decoder application [35]. It is taken as an application
to evaluate the proposed algorithm.
Fig. 6 shows the core task graph of the MPEG4 decoder
and its corresponding traffic distribution matrix (λ).
The exhaustive algorithm and the proposed optimization
algorithm are implemented using C# programming language.
The two algorithms are executed in the cases of 7 to 10 tasks.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6 (a) MPEG4 decoder core graph and (b) its corresponding traffic distribution matrix (λ)
TABLE I EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR THE CASE OF THE FIRST SEVEN TASKS OF THE MPEG4 DECODER APPLICATION

Exhaustive Algorithm
Topology
Ring
Star
Binary Tree
Butterfly Fat Tree
2D Mesh
2D Tours
X Tours
Hypercube
Octagon

Proposed Algorithm

Optimum Mapping

Permutations

Optimum Mapping

Permutations

1276345
5234167
3564127
1534267
728451639
153829746
126543789
12357864
12648735

5040
5040
5040
5040
362880
362880

7215436
5423167
4561327
1453627
647352819
637451829
542361789
54213687
32745186

865
865
865
865
1537
1537

362880
40320
40320

1537
1373
1373

Optimum
system
power
1031
1010.5
1011.5
2022
930.5
930.5
930.5
932
932

TABLE II EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR THE CASE OF THE FIRST EIGHT TASKS OF THE MPEG4 DECODER APPLICATION

Exhaustive Algorithm
Topology
Ring
Star
Binary Tree
Butterfly Fat Tree
2D Mesh
2D Tours
X Tours
Hypercube
Octagon

Proposed Algorithm

Optimum Mapping

Permutations

Optimum Mapping

Permutations

21543678
52341678
15743826
15342678
127548369
153829746
126543789
12358764
12648735

40320
40320
40320
40320
362880
362880
362880
40320
40320

63451287
54231678
45831726
62781354
642351879
639451728
541273869
54713682
15487362

1373
1373
1373
1373
1793
1793
1793
1373
1373

Optimum
system
power
1281
1510.5
1261.5
2522
1181
1180.5
1180.5
1181
1181

TABLE III EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR THE CASE OF THE FIRST NINE TASKS OF THE MPEG4 DECODER APPLICATION

Exhaustive Algorithm
Topology
Ring

Proposed Algorithm

Optimum Mapping

Permutations

Optimum Mapping

Permutations

129876345

362880

927863451

2049

294

Optimum
system
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1282.5
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Star
Binary Tree
Butterfly Fat Tree
2D Mesh
2D Tours
X Tours
Hypercube
Octagon

523416789
157438269
153426789
218457639
163872945
126543789
529438761
153724689

362880
362880
362880
362880
362880
362880
362880
362880

542319678
458317269
627813549
642351879
461782935
542371986
547236891
254873691

2049
2049
2049
2049
2049
2049
2049
2049

1511
1262.5
2524
1182
1181
1181
1181.5
1181.5

TABLE IV EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR THE CASE OF THE FIRST TEN TASKS OF THE MPEG4 DECODER APPLICATION

Exhaustive Algorithm
Topology

Optimum Mapping

Proposed Algorithm

Permutations

1 3 6 2 9 8 7 10 5 4
3628800
Ring
5 2 3 4 1 6 7 8 9 10
3628800
Star
10 5 7 4 1 9 8 3 6 2
3628800
Binary Tree
3628800
Butterfly Fat Tree 1 2 3 6 5 4 7 10 9 8
2 1 7 8 4 5 10 9 6 3
3628800
2D Mesh
1 2 8 9 5 3 7 10 4 6
3628800
2D Tours
1 2 3 5 8 7 6 4 9 10
3628800
X Tours
10 5 3 7 2 4 6 8 9 1
3628800
Hypercube
10 5 3 8 2 4 6 7 1 9
3628800
Octagon
From the above tables, it is noticed that the proposed
optimization algorithm achieved the optimum mapping for
all the nine topologies in all test cases. Also, the number of
permutations used by the proposed algorithm is much less
than the number of permutations used in the exhaustive
algorithm, which is coincided with the complexity analysis
mentioned in section IV. This means that, we can reach the
optimal topology and its corresponding optimal mapping in a
much less time than the exhaustive algorithm.

[5]
[6]

[7]
[8]
[9]

XI. CONCLUSION
A new optimization algorithm to find the network
topology and the PEs mapping that matches the traffic
characteristics of the NoC-based system and gives the lowest
power consumption on the global interconnection links, is
presented in this paper. The proposed optimization algorithm
explores NoC application synthesis and mapping to nine
standard topologies. It uses the graph-theoretic concepts to
acquire the optimum NoC topology/mapping that reaches the
lowest power dissipation on the global interconnection links
for a given application. The efficiency of the proposed
algorithm and its benefits over the exhaustive algorithm is
verified through MPEG4 video application. Experimental
results show that the proposed algorithm reach the optimal
solution in a much less time compared to the exhaustive
algorithm.

[10]
[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]
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